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RIMECK®

Workwear made real

Working clothes aren’t decided on just by high 
demands of professionals who wear them every 
day. Fashion trends rule there as well. It’s no 
wonder; after all, we spend most time of the day at 
work and deserve to look and feel good. That’s why 
we keep moving the boundaries, devoting ourselves 
to design, improving the quality, style, functionality 
and, above all, safety in the Rimeck brand. Our HIGH 
VISIBILITY line is ideal wherever safety at reduced 
visibility is of paramount importance. 

After all, its qualities are certified by certification 
based on European standards. In addition, the new 
VERTEX collection is a perfect example of how 
customers’ needs are reflected in our products. 
We left nothing to chance when designing them 
and didn’t allow any compromise. So, whatever 
you experience during your work commitments, 
you’ll appreciate their resilience, smart design and 
function materials. 
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VERTEX W55

VERTEX W07

SHIELD A99

MEN’S

NEW PRODUCT

MEN’S

ELASTANE

SOFTSHELL

WINDPROOF

WATERPROOF

BREATHABLE

NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

UNISEX

EN 14404 + A1
(type 2, only with A99)

1

0194 93 23

ANTIPILLING

0194 93 23

01
EN 14404 + A1
(type 2 only with W07, W08, W09)

1

ANTI-SOILING

40°
WASH

30°
WASH

NEW PRODUCT

New product. In stock: Third quarter of the year 2022.

3-layer warm softshell with membrane
thermal reflective zone
full-length zipper with chin protection and flap
removable, adjustable hood with lining
hood and bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
adjustable sleeve hems with velcro
pockets with waterproof reverse coil zipper
patch zipper pockets
inner breast zip pocket 
access for branding in side lining
curved and slightly prolonged back part
contrast elements
inner fleece with antipilling finish

 winter softshell jacket Men’s

anti-soiling finish 
curved elastic waistband
crotch gusset with 6 % elastane
10 multifunctional pockets
knee pads pockets
back knee ventilation 
plastic D-ring
hammer loop
highly resistant material CORDURA® in colour 01
contrast elements
pants can be lengthened

Work Trousers Men’s

knee pads unisex

Softshell: 94 % polyester, 6 % elastane; TPU membrane; Micro fleece: 100 % polyester, 
antipilling finish; mid layer and lining: 100 % polyester, waterproof 10 000 mm,
breathable 4 000 g/m²/24h

320 g/m2, S - 3XL

Oxford, 66 % polyamide, 34 % cotton, anti-soiling finish, 100 % polyamid CORDURA®

310 g/m2, 210 g/m² CORDURA®

44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58, 60, 62; prolonged - 48, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58

light, ergonimically shaped
usable into the knee pockets
suitable for work when kneeling
anti-penetration protection

100 % polyethylene, uni, 1 pcs. = 1 pair, 170 x 240 mm (can be lenghten)
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VERTEX CAMO W56

VERTEX CAMO W09

MEN’S

NEW PRODUCT

C1 C2

C1 C2

EN 14404 + A1
(type 2, only with A99)

1

NEW PRODUCT

MEN’S

ELASTANE

SOFTSHELL

WINDPROOF

WATERPROOF

BREATHABLE

ANTIPILLING

ANTI-SOILING

40°
WASH

30°
WASH

NEW PRODUCT

New product. In stock: Third quarter of the year 2022.

anti-soiling finish 
curved elastic waistband
crotch gusset with 6 % elastane
10 multifunctional pockets
knee pads pockets
back knee ventilation 
plastic D-ring
hammer loop
highly resistant material CORDURA® in colour 01
contrast elements
pants can be lengthened

winter softshell jacket Men’s

Work Trousers Men’s

Plain weave, 65 % polyester, 35 % cotton, anti-soiling finish, CORDURA® 100 % polyamide 
280 g/m², 210 g/m² CORDURA®

44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58, 60, 62; prolonged - 48, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58

3-layer warm softshell with membrane
thermal reflective zone
full-length zipper with chin protection and flap
removable, adjustable hood with lining
hood and bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
adjustable sleeve hems with velcro
pockets with waterproof reverse coil zipper
patch zipper pockets
inner breast zip pocket 
access for branding in side lining
curved and slightly prolonged back part
contrast elements
inner fleece with antipilling finish

Softshell: 94 % polyester, 6 % elastane; TPU membrane; Micro fleece:
100 % polyester, antipilling finish; 
mid layer and lining: 100 % polyester
waterproof 10 000 mm, breathable 4 000 g/m²/24h

320 g/m2, S - 3XL
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VERTEX W08

VERTEX W41

01

MEN’S

NEW PRODUCT

94 93 23

MEN’S

NEW PRODUCT

ELASTANE

WARM

EXTRA DRY

EN 14404 + A1
(type 2, only with A99)

1

ANTI-SOILING

A8 A9

40°
WASH

30°
WASH

NEW PRODUCT

New product. In stock: Third quarter of the year 2022.New product.

anti-soiling finish 
curved elastic waistband
crotch gusset with 6 % elastane
10 multifunctional pockets
knee pads pockets
back knee ventilation 
plastic D-ring
hammer loop
highly resistant material CORDURA® in colour 01 (only A9 colour)
contrast elements
pants can be lengthened

Men’s work jeans

Men’s stretch fleece

Twill, 100 % cotton, anti-soiling finish, 100 % polyamid CORDURA® (only A9 colour) 
430 g/m², 210 g/m² CORDURA®

44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58, 60, 62; prolonged - 48, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58

smooth stretch quick-drying fabric
straight cut with side seams
full-length reverse coil zipper with chin protection
inner neckline with a tape
raglan sleeves
cuffs with hole for thumb
zip pockets
trimmed by elastic stripe
contrast elements
hanging loop

Stretch fleece, 95 % micro polyester, 5 % elastane
280 g/m2, S - 3XL
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RANGER W53

0201 9401

WOODY W51

0201 9401
01 01

01 01

MEN’S MEN’S

40°
WASH

60°
WASH

RANGER W54

0201 9401

WOODY W52

0201 9401

MEN’S MEN’S

40°
WASH

60°
WASH

01 01

01 01

Plain weave, 65 % polyester, 35 % cotton 
CORDURA® 100 % polyamide

270 g/m², CORDURA® 210 g/m²
44/46, 48/50, 52/54, 56/58, 60/62full-length molded zipper with flap

folds on the back part
8 multifunctional pockets
bellow pockets with flap and welt zip pockets
rib knit sleeve cuffs with 3 % elastane
the lower side hem with elastic band
metal D-ring and carabiner for keys and ID cards 
double stitching for extra durability
retroreflective elements

jacket Men’s

Twill, 100 % cotton
270 g/m²

44/46, 48/50, 52/54, 56/58, 60/62

enclosable 

multifunctional pockets –

for a phone, pens, 

personal items

collar and flap 

with snap fasteners

hanging loop

CORDURA® around the

 arms and shoulders

enclosable 

multifunctional pockets –

for a phone, pens, 

personal items

stand-up collar

 and flap with snap 

fasteners

hanging loop

full-length molded zipper with chin protection and flap
7 multifunctional pockets
bellow pockets with flap and welt zip pockets
sleeve pocket
rib knit sleeve cuffs with 3 % elastane
lower hem adjustable by snap buttons on the sides
metal D-ring and carabiner for keys and ID cards 
double stitching for extra durability
retroreflective elements
highly resistant fabric CORDURA® in 01 colour

jacket Men’s

full-length molded zipper with chin protection and flap  
6 multifunctional pockets  
bellow pockets with flap and welt zip pockets  
lower hem adjustable by snap buttons on the sides  
metal D-ring and carabiner for keys and ID cards   
double stitching for extra durability  
retroreflective elements  
highly resistant fabric CORDURA® in 01 colour 

Work Vest Men’s

Plain weave, 65 % polyester, 35 % cotton 
CORDURA® 100 % polyamide

270 g/m², CORDURA® 210 g/m²
44/46, 48/50, 52/54, 56/58, 60/62full-length molded zipper with flap

folds on the back part
8 multifunctional pockets
bellow pockets with flap and welt zip pockets
the lower side hem with elastic band
metal D-ring and carabiner for keys and ID cards 
double stitching for extra durability
retroreflective elements

Work Vest Men’s

Twill, 100 % cotton
270 g/m²

44/46, 48/50, 52/54, 56/58, 60/62

enclosable 

multifunctional pockets –

for a phone, pens, 

personal items

collar and flap 

with snap fasteners

hanging loop

CORDURA®

around the shoulders

enclosable 

multifunctional pockets –

for a phone, pens, 

personal items

stand-up collar and flap 

with snap fasteners

hanging loop
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RANGER W04

0201 9401

WOODY W02

0201 9401

MEN’S MEN’S

40°
WASH

60°
WASH

01 01

01 01

RANGER W03

0201 9401

WOODY W01

0201 9401
01 01

01 01

MEN’S MEN’S

40°
WASH

60°
WASH

MEN’S MEN’S

40°
WASH

60°
WASH

loop for a hammer

multifunctional 

pockets – for a phone, 

pens, personal items

CORDURA®

around the knees 

and pockets

adjustable elastic

 braces

side with 

button fastener

Work Bib Trousers Men’s

waistband with elastic back part
button side closure
adjustable braces with buckle and elastic insert 
14 multifunctional pockets
reinforced material in the knee part
plastic D-ring and carabiner for keys and ID cards 
hammer loop
double stitching for extra durability
retroreflective elements
highly resistant fabric CORDURA® in 01 colour

Work Bib Trousers Men’s

waistband with elastic back part
button side closure
adjustable braces with buckle and elastic insert 
8 multifunctional pockets
reinforced material in the knees and rear part
plastic D-ring and carabiner for keys and ID cards 
hammer loop
double stitching for extra durability
retroreflective elements

Twill, 100 % cotton
270 g/m²

44/46, 48/50, 52/54, 56/58, 60/62

adjustable elastic braces

side with button fastener

loop for a hammer

double-layer 

material around 

the knees and buttocks

multifunctional p

ockets – for a phone, 

pens, personal items

Work Trousers Men’s

waistband with elastic sides
7 multifunctional pockets
reinforced material in the knees and rear part
plastic D-ring and carabiner for keys and ID cards 
hammer loop
double stitching for extra durability
retroreflective elements

loop for a hammer

double-layer 

material around 

the knees and buttocks

multifunctional pockets – 

for a phone, pens, 

personal items

Twill, 100 % cotton
270 g/m²

44/46, 48/50, 52/54, 56/58, 60/62

loop for a hammer

CORDURA®

around the knees 

and pockets

multifunctional 

pockets – for a phone, 

pens, personal items

Work Trousers Men’s

waistband with elastic sides
10 multifunctional pockets
reinforced material in the knee part
plastic D-ring and carabiner for keys and ID cards 
hammer loop
double stitching for extra durability
retroreflective elements
highly resistant fabric CORDURA® in 01 colour

Plain weave, 65 % polyester, 35 % cotton 
CORDURA® 100 % polyamide

270 g/m², CORDURA® 210 g/m²
44/46, 48/50, 52/54, 56/58, 60/62

Plain weave, 65 % polyester, 35 % cotton 
CORDURA® 100 % polyamide

270 g/m², CORDURA® 210 g/m²
44/46, 48/50, 52/54, 56/58, 60/62
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RANGER W06

0201 9401

WOODY W05

0201 9401

MEN’S

MEN’S

40°
WASH

60°
WASH

01 01

01 01

Shorts Men’s

waistband with elastic sides
10 multifunctional pockets
plastic D-ring and carabiner for keys and ID cards 
hammer loop
double stitching for extra durability
retroreflective elements
highly resistant fabric CORDURA® in 01 colour

Shorts Men’s

waistband with elastic sides
7 multifunctional pockets
reinforced material in the rear part
plastic D-ring and carabiner for keys and ID cards 
hammer loop
double stitching for extra durability
retroreflective elements

loop for a hammer

double-layer 

material around

 the buttocks

multifunctional 

pockets – for a phone, 

pens, personal items

Twill, 100 % cotton
270 g/m²

44/46, 48/50, 52/54, 56/58, 60/62

loop for a hammer

CORDURA®

 around the pockets

multifunctional 

pockets – for a phone, 

pens, personal items

Plain weave, 65 % polyester, 35 % cotton 
CORDURA® 100 % polyamide

270 g/m², CORDURA® 210 g/m²
44/46, 48/50, 52/54, 56/58, 60/62
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RESIST LS R05

RESIST R01

RESIST R02

00 94 01 02 05 06 04 11 07

00 94 01 02 05 15 06 95 04 11 07

00 94 01 02 05 15 06 95 04 11 07 47

60°
COLOR

95°
WHITE

MEN’S

60°
COLOR

95°
WHITE

DUO

UNISEX

WOMEN’S

60°
COLOR

95°
WHITE

DUO

RESIST HEAVY R03

RESIST HEAVY R04

00 94 01 02 05 06 04 11 07

00 94 01 02 05 06 04 11 07

MEN’S

60°
COLOR

95°
WHITE

DUO

WOMEN’S

60°
COLOR

95°
WHITE

DUO

During the production process of cotton products the space between the fiber gets reduced which eliminates  the risk 
of shrinkage of the fabric during the washing and drying cycle. This process allows the final product to be washed at 
high temperatures for the purpose of removing any impurities and bacteria.

preshrunk cotton resistant to higher temperatures
washable at 95 °C (white) and at 60 °C (colour)
cut with side seams
neckline trimmed with 1:1 rib knit fabric
fixing shoulder seams
long sleeves with cuffs
1:1 rib knit cuff

T-shirt Men’s

preshrunk cotton resistant to higher temperatures
washable at 95 °C (white) and at 60 °C (colour)
cut with side seams
neckline trimmed with 1:1 rib knit fabric
fixing shoulder seams

T-shirt Men’s

T-shirt Ladies

Single Jersey, 100 % pre-shrunk cotton
160 g/m2, S - 3XL

Single Jersey, 100 % pre-shrunk cotton,
160 g/m2, S - 4XL

preshrunk cotton resistant to higher temperatures
washable at 95 °C (white) and at 60 °C (colour)
slight fit cut with side seams
neckline trimmed with 1:1 rib knit fabric
fixing shoulder seams
shorter sleeves

Single Jersey, 100 % pre-shrunk cotton,
160 g/m2, S - 3XL

preshrunk cotton resistant to higher temperatures
washable at 95 °C (white) and at 60 °C (colour)
cut with side seams
neckline trimmed with 1:1 rib knit fabric
fixing shoulder seams

T-shirt Men’s

T-shirt Ladies

Single Jersey, 100 % pre-shrunk cotton,
200 g/m2, S - 4XL

preshrunk cotton resistant to higher temperatures
washable at 95 °C (white) and at 60 °C (colour)
slight fit cut with side seams
neckline trimmed with 1:1 rib knit fabric
fixing shoulder seams
shorter sleeves

Single Jersey, 100 % pre-shrunk cotton,
200 g/m2, S - 3XL

PRESHRUNK COTTON
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RESERVE R22

RESERVE R23

MEN’S

DUO

WOMEN’S

DUO

BASE R06

RECALL R07

00 01 02 05 06 11 07

UNISEX

NEW PRODUCT

UNISEX

NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

12*

00 01 02 05 06 11 0712*

00 01 02 05 06 11 0712*

00 01 02 05 06 11 0712*

NEW PRODUCT

40°
WASH

40°
WASH

40°
WASH

40°
WASH

NEW PRODUCT

30°
WASHCOLOUR 12

30°
WASHCOLOUR 12

30°
WASHCOLOUR 12

30°
WASHCOLOUR 12

* Material composition may differ: colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose

New product.

* Material composition may differ: colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose

durable, ideal for work environment
cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar and sleeve hems with double relief stripe
placket with 3 buttons in the shell fabric colour
inner neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams

Men’s Polo Shirt

Women’s Polo Shirt

Pique, 65 % cotton, 35 % polyester 
200 g/m2, S - 3XL

durable, ideal for work environment
cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar and sleeve hems with double relief stripe
placket with 3 buttons in the shell fabric colour
inner neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams

Pique, 65 % cotton, 35 % polyester 
200 g/m2, XS - 2XL

durable, ideal for work environment
tubular cut
1:1 rib knit neckline hem
fixing shoulder to shoulder tape

T-shirt unisex

T-shirt unisex

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
160 g/m2, S - 3XL

durable, ideal for work environment
tubular cut
1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
fixing shoulder to shoulder tape

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
200 g/m2, S - 3XL

New product.
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EFFECT 530

JACKET HI-Q 506

94 01 02 05 06 11 07

00 94 01 02 05 06 11 0736 69 23

RIP STOP

232736 6993

UNISEX

40°
WASH

ANTIPILLING

UNISEX

40°
WASH

ANTIPILLING

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

NEW COLOUR

NEW COLOUR

New colour. More information about stock availability will be provided by our sales department.

highly insulating fabric
shoulders and elbows covered by a waterproof, abrasion-resistant fabric
inner neckline with a shell colour tape
full-length molded zipper
pockets with molded zipper
sleeve hems with cuffs
bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
antipilling finish on the both sides

fleece unisex

fleece unisex

Fleece, 100 % polyester, antipilling finish; 
complementary material: plain weave, 100 % polyamide

360 g/m2, S - 3XL

highly insulating fabric
shoulders covered by a waterproof, abrasion-resistant fabric
full-length molded zipper
pockets with molded zipper
bottom hem with elastic band
sleeve hems adjustable by velcro
antipilling finish on the outer side

Fleece, 100 % polyester, antipilling finish
Complementary material: Rip Stop, 100 % polyamide, inner PU coating,

360 g/m2, S - 3XL

Very strong, regularly repeating weave. In this smooth fabric, thick warp and weft threads are interwoven 
in intervals of 5 - 8 mm. The surface gets an effect of a grided structure. This apparent grid significantly 
increases the fabric’s resistance to ripping and tearing.
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NEXT 518

CASUAL 550

00 36 94 01 02 05 14 9506 3962 11 07 23 49

84 80

UNISEX

40°
WASH

ANTIPILLING

40°
WASH

SOFTSHELL

01
01

01
01

MEN’S

JACKET 501

JACKET 504

00 94 01 02 05 06 11 0736 69 9562 2314

MEN’S

DUO

WOMEN’S

DUO

40°
WASH

ANTIPILLING

40°
WASH

ANTIPILLING

00 94 01 02 05 06 11 0736 9562 2314

69

39

NEW COLOUR

NEW COLOUR

Novelty. More information about stock availability will be provided by our sales department.

insulating fabric
full-length coil zipper
welt pockets with coil zipper
bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
antipilling finish on the outer side

fleece vest unisex

softshell jacket Men’s

Fleece, 100 % polyester, antipilling finish
280 g/m2, XS - 4XL (4XL size available in colours 00, 01, 02, 05, 23)

2-layer sofshell
combination of knitted and plain fabric
full-length reverse coil zipper
sleeve hems adjustable by velcro
pockets with reverse coil zipper
sleeve pocket
2 inner pockets
contrast elements
inner fleece with antipilling finish

Knitted softshell: 100 % polyester; micro fleece - 100 % polyester
Softshell: 96 % polyester, 4 % elastane; micro fleece - 100 % polyester
Lining: 100 % polyester

350 g/m2, S - 3XL

insulating fabric
full-length molded zipper
pockets with molded zipper
bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
sleeve hems with elastic band
antipilling finish on the outer side

fleece Men’s

fleece Ladies

Fleece, 100 % polyester, antipilling finish,
280 g/m2, S - 4XL (4XL size available in colours 01, 02, 05, 23, 94)

insulating fabric
slight fit cut
full-length molded zipper
pockets with molded zipper
bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
sleeve hems with elastic band
antipilling finish on the outer side

Fleece, 100 % polyester, antipilling finish
280 g/m2, XS - 2XL
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HV DROP 5V3

EN ISO 20471
EN ISO 13688

3
97 98

NEW PRODUCT

UNISEX

BREATHABLE

WATERPROOF

WINDPROOF

NEW PRODUCT

high visibility clothing in two-colour design
3-layer softshell with membrane
waterproof, breathable, fluorescent fabric
segmented retroreflective bands
back part with a yoke
full-length reverse coil zipper with chin protection
sleeve hems adjustable by velcro
welt pockets with reverse coil zipper
breast pocket
inner breast zip pocket with access for branding
curved and slightly prolonged back part
bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
hanging loop
inner fleece with antipilling finish
certification according to the standards EN ISO 20 471 (class 3) and EN ISO 13 688

Softshell Jacket Men’s

Softshell: 100 % polyester; breathable membrane; micro fleece, 100 % polyester 
waterproof 14 000 mm, breathable 2 000 g/m²/24h

300 g/m2, M - 4XL

New product. In stock: Third quarter of the year 2022.
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EN ISO 20471
EN ISO 13688

3

EN ISO 20471
EN ISO 13688

3

HV ESSENTIAL 4V6

HV FLEECE JACKET 5V1

97 98

97 98

40°
WASH

UNISEX

40°
WASH

UNISEX

ANTIPILLING

233

1

2

EN 343+A1
EN ISO 20471
EN ISO 13688

without 
sleeves

3
1

3 1

with 
sleeves

with 
sleeves

EN ISO 20471
EN ISO 13688

2

with 
sleeves

HV GUARD 4 in 1 5V2

97 98

WINDPROOF

WATERPROOF

BREATHABLE

TAPED

40°
WASH

4 IN 1 

UNISEX

02

02 02
02

ANTIPILLING

high visibility clothing
smooth fluorescent fabric
brushed inner side
certified retroreflective bands 3M
straight cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit bottom hem, cuffs and neckline
certification according to the standards EN ISO 20471 (class 3) and EN ISO 13688

Sweatshirt  unisex

Fleece unisex

French terry, brushed inner side
100 % polyester, retroreflective bands 3M,

300 g/m2, M - 3XL

high visibility clothing
insulating fluorescent fabric
certified retroreflective bands 3M
full-length molded zipper in 01 colour
welt pockets with molded zipper
bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
sleeve hems with elastic band
antipilling finish on the outer side
certification according to the standards EN ISO 20471 (class 3) and EN ISO 13688

Fleece, 100 % polyester, antipilling finish
retroreflective bands 3M

280 g/m2, M - 3XL

high visibility clothing
multipurpose use 4 in 1 in two-colour design

Jacket unisex

Upper jacket: Oxford, 100 % polyester with 
PU finish, retroreflective bands 3M

210 g/m²
Inner fleece: Polar fleece, 100 % polyester, 
retroreflective bands 3M, antipilling finish on both sides

280 g/m2, M - 4XL

Upper jacket:
durable fluorescent fabric
certified retroreflective bands 3M
full-length molded zipper with flap
removable hood with reinforced peak, hidden in the collar
hood and bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
removable sleeves
sleeve hems with elastic band, adjustable with velcro
bellow pockets with flap and side pockets
breast zip pocket with placket
pocket for ID card and pens
taped seams
access for branding in back lining
certification according to the standards EN ISO 20471 
(class 2, 3), EN 343+A1 (class 3:1) a EN ISO 13688

Inner fleece:
removable inner fleece jacket
insulating fluorescent fabric
certified retroreflective stripes 3M
full-length molded zipper
pockets with molded zipper
trimmed by elastic stripe
antipilling finish on both sides
certification according to the standards EN ISO 20471 (class 3) and EN ISO 13688
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EN ISO 20471
EN ISO 13688

2

EN ISO 20471
EN ISO 13688

2

EN ISO 20471
EN ISO 13688

2

HV DRY 1V8

HV PROTECT 1V9

HV RUNWAY 2V9

97 98

97 98

97 98

UNISEX

EXTRA DRY

40°
WASH

UNISEX

40°
WASH

UNISEX

40°
WASH

high visibility clothing
quick-drying fluorescent fabric
segmented retroreflective bands
cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit neckline hem
fixing shoulder seams
certification according to the standards EN ISO 20471 (class 2) and EN ISO 13688

T-shirt unisex

high visibility clothing
fluorescent polyester on the outer side
cotton on the inner side
certified retroreflective bands 3M
cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit neckline hem
fixing shoulder seams
certification according to the standards EN ISO 20471 (class 2) and EN ISO 13688

T-shirt unisex

Polo unisex

Grid knit, 100 % polyester, segmented retroreflective bands
150 g/m2, S - 3XL

Interlock pique, 55 % cotton, 45 % polyester, retroreflective bands 3M
175 g/m2, S - 3XL

high visibility clothing
fluorescent polyester on the outer side
cotton on the inner side
certified retroreflective bands 3M
cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar with a contrast stripe
placket with 3 buttons in the shell fabric colour
inner neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
certification according to the standards EN ISO 20471 (class 2) and EN ISO 13688

Interlock pique, 55 % cotton, 45 % polyester, retroreflective bands 3M
175 g/m2, S - 3XL
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HV TWISTER 3V8

HV PRACTIC 5V9

HV REFLEX 3V5

HV BRIGHT 9V3

HV BRIGHT 9V4

HV ENERGY 9V2

97 98 EN ISO 20471
EN ISO 13688

2

97 98

97 98

EN 1150

97 98

97 98

97

EXTRA DRY

UNISEX

40°
WASH

40°
WASH

KIDS

UNISEX

40°
WASH

KIDS

UNISEX

40°
WASH

KIDS

UNISEX

40°
WASH

UNISEX

ANTIPILLING

tubular cut with seam
quick-drying fluorescent fabric
retroreflective bands
sewn edges
multipurpose use (variants displayed on the packaging)
50 × 26 cm

Scarf unisex

2 in 1 - hat and neckwarmer
insulating fluorescent fabric
adjustable by a drawstring in 01 colour on one side
antipilling finish on the outer side

Cap unisex

Cap unisex

Single Jersey, 100 % polyester, retroreflective bands
190 g/m2, uni

Fleece, 100 % polyester, antipilling finish,
240 g/m2, uni, circumference 55 cm

six-panel design
quick-drying fluorescent fabric
retroreflective band on the peak and closure
bonded 2 front panels
stitched, slightly curved peak
embroidered air holes
sweatband
size adjustable by velcro

Twill, 50 % cotton, 50 % polyester, retroreflective bands
240 g/m2, adjustable

high visibility clothing
velcro fastening
trimming in 01 colour
retroreflective bands
certification according to the standards EN ISO 20471 (class 2) and EN ISO 13688

Safety Vest Unisex

high visibility clothing
velcro fastening
trimming in 01 colour
retroreflective bands
certification according to the standard EN 1150

Safety Vest Kids

Gymsack kids/unisex

Warp knit, 100 % polyester, retroreflective bands
120 g/m2, M (FH 160 - 176 cm), 2XL (FH 184 - 192 cm)

Warp knit, 100 % polyester, retroreflective bands
120 g/m2, 4-6 years/104-128 cm, 6-8 years/116-140 cm

fluorescent fabric
closure by drawstring
2 polyester drawstrings in gray colour
retroreflective band
reflective elements in lower corners
interior zip pocket 20 x 23 cm
gymsack dimension 45 x 34 cm

Oxford, 100 % polyester, retroreflective band
70 - 80 g/m2, uni
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